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 Abstract 

This paper shows the leader election in presence of selfish nodes. To balance the resource consumption among 

the nodes and prolong the life time of manet. Nodes with highest resource should be elected as a leaders. But 

there is  obstacles in doing so.  First, node may lie about its available resources. Second, electing multiple  

leaders may leads to additional overhead. Considering first, solution is based on Mechanism design. It  provides 

incentives to the nodes to honestly participate in the election process. The amount of incentives provide to the 

nodes is based on Vickrey, Clarke, and Groves (VCG) model. Considering second, series of algorithms are there 

to address optimal leader election. 

 

1 Introduction 

Unlike  traditional networks, the Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) have no fixed chokepoints/bottlenecks 

where Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) [1], [2]can be deployed. Hence, a node may need to run its own IDS 

and cooperate with others to ensure security. This is very inefficient in terms of resource consumption since 

mobile nodes are energy-limited. To overcome this problem, a common approach is to divide the MANET into a 

set of 1-hop clusters where each node belongs to at least one cluster. The nodes in each cluster elect a leader 

node (cluster head) to serve as the IDS for the entire cluster. The leader-IDS election process can be either 

random [3] or based on the connectivity [4]. Both approaches aim to reduce the overall resource consumption of 

IDSs in the network.  Unfortunately, with the random model, each node is equally likely to be elected regardless 

of its remaining resources. The connectivity index-based approach elects a node with a high degree of 

connectivity even though the node may have little resources left. With both election schemes, some nodes will 

die faster than others, leading to a loss in connectivity and potentially the partition of network. Next, we motivate 

further discussions through a concrete example. 

 

Example 

The below figure 1 illustrates the MANET consists of 10 nodes from n1 to n10. These 10 nodes are organized 

into 5 one hop clusters. Here N5 and N9 belongs to more than one cluster. Each node  differs in energy levels 

which is considered as secret information. At this point it is not desirable to have N5 and N9 as a leader. Using 

random model N5 and N9 are equally likely probable with others. N5 and N9 will be elected as a leader under 

connectivity index model. More over general approach for electing leader under resources is also failed because 

node may lie about energy levels. Finally nodes N5 and N9 are elected as leader and they refuse to run IDS. The 

consequences of such a refusal will lead normal nodes to launch their IDS, and thus die faster. 

 

 
Fig 1 : Scenario of leader election in manet 
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2 Problem Statement 

The aim is to achieve most efficient node as a leader. The following are the challenges arises. First, resource 

level should be considered as private information. As a result nodes may expose fake information. Second, node 

may behave properly during election procedure but after electing as leader it may not provide ids service.  

 In our model, let’s consider MANET as undirected graph G = (N,L).where N denotes number of nodes 

in MANET and L denotes set of links in MANET. The Cost of analyzing the nodes is given by C = 

{c1,c2,…cn).The election procedure is denoted by the function vtk(C,i). If the node i votes for node k then 

vtk(C,i)=1, otherwise it is 0. Consider each leader allocates same budget to all nodes that elects it. If budget=15 

and it gets 4 votes , then total sampling budget is 60. Goal of reducing the global cost of analysis function is 

expressed by the SCF and is given below 

SCF=S(C) = min ∑ck·(∑ vtk(C,i)·B) 

 

3 Mechanism Design 

Mechanism design is a subfield of microeconomics and game theory [5]. Mechanism design uses game theory [6] 

tools to achieve the desired goals. The main difference between game theory and mechanism design is that the 

former can be used to study what could happen when independent players act selfishly. On the other hand, 

mechanism design allows a game designer to define rules in terms of the SCF such that players will play 

according to these rules. The balance of IDS resource consumption problem can be modeled using mechanism 

design theory with an objective function that depends on the private information of the players. In our case, the 

private information of the player is the cost of analysis which depends on the player’s energy level. Here, the 

rational players select to deliver the untruthful or incomplete information about their preferences if that leads to 

individually better outcomes[10]. The main goal of using mechanism design[9] is to address this problem by: 1) 

designing incentives for players (nodes) to provide truthful information about their preferences over different 

outcomes and 2) computing the optimal system-wide solution, which is defined according to (1).  

 

3.1 Mechanism model 

We treat the IDS resource consumption problem as a 

game where the N mobile nodes are the agents/players. 

Each node plays by revealing its own private information (cost of analysis) which is based on the node’s type. 

The type  is drawn from each player’s available type set {Normal; Selfish} . Each player selects his own 

strategy/type according to how much the node benefits from type. If the player’s strategy is normal, then the 

node reveals the true cost of analysis. If it is selfish node, it reveals fake cost of analysis. Based on cost of 

analysis mechanism design calculates outputs and provides payments/punishments.  

In the following sections, we will formulate the following components: 

1. Cost of analysis function: It is needed by the nodes to compute the valuation function. 

2. Reputation system: It is needed to show how: 

    a. Incentives are used once they are granted. 

    b. Misbehaving nodes are catched and punished. 

3. Payment design: It is needed to design the amount of incentives that will be given to the nodes based on VCG. 

3.1.1 Cost of analysis 

During the design of the cost of analysis function, the following two problems arise: First, the energy level is 

considered as private and sensitive information and should not be disclosed publicly. Such a disclosure of 

information can be used maliciously for attacking the node with the least resources level. Second, if the cost of 

analysis function is designed only in terms of nodes’ energy level, then the nodes with the low energy level will 

not be able to contribute and increase their reputation values. To solve the above problems, we design the cost of 

analysis function with the following two properties: Fairness and Privacy. The former is to allow nodes with 

initially less resources to contribute and serve as leaders in order to increase their reputation. On the other hand, 

the latter is needed to avoid the malicious use of the resources level, which is  considered as the most sensitive 

information. To avoid such attacks and provide fairness, the cost of analysis is designed based on the reputation 

value, the expected number of time slots that a node wants to stay alive in a cluster, and energy level. Note that 

the expected number of slots and energy level are considered as the nodes’ private information. 

The lifetime of a node can be divided into time slots. Each node i is associated with an energy level, denoted by 

Ei, and the number of expected alive slots is denoted by nTi. Based on these requirements, each node i has a 

power factor PFi  =  Ei/nTi. 

The reputation of node i is denoted by Ri. Every node 

has a sampling budget based on its reputation. This is 

indicated by the percentage of sampling 

PSi =  
��

∑ ������                                                                    (1) 
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The ci notation represents the cost of analysis for a single packet and Eids is used to express the energy needed to 

run the IDS for one time slot. The cost of analysis of each node can be calculated based on energy level. 

However, we considered energy level, expected lifetime and the present PS of node to calculate the cost of 

analysis. We can extend the cost of analysis function to more realistic settings by considering the computational 

level and cost of collecting and analyzing traffic. Our cost-of-analysis function is formulated as follows: 

                                                  

Ci = �∝,���
��

   =    

��
∑ ������

����
��  ,       Otherwise      (2) 

According to the above formulation, the nodes have an infinite cost of analysis if its remaining 

energy is less than the energy required to run the IDS for one time slot. This means that its remaining energy 

is too low to run the IDS for an entire time slot. Otherwise, the cost of analysis is calculated through dividing 

the percentage of sampling by the power factor. The cost of analysis c is proportional to the percentage of 

sampling and is inversely proportional to the power factor. The rationale behind the definition of the function 

is the following. If the nodes have enough PS, they are not willing to loose their energy for running the IDS. 

On the other hand, if PF is larger, then the cost-of-analysis becomes smaller since the nodes have higher 

energy levels. 

3.1.2 Reputation System Model 

Before we design the payment, we need to show how the payment in the form of reputation can be used to: 1) 

motivate nodes to behave normally and 2) punish the misbehaving nodes. Moreover, it can be used to determine 

whom to trust. 

To motivate the nodes in behaving normally in every election round, we relate the cluster’s services 

to nodes’ reputation. This will create a competition environment that motivates the nodes to behave normally 

by saying the truth. To enforce our mechanism, a punishment system is needed to prevent nodes from 

behaving selfishly after the election. Misbehaving nodes are punished by decreasing their reputation, and 

consequently, are excluded from the cluster services if the reputation is less than a predefined threshold. As an 

extension to our model, we can extend our reputation system to include different sources of information such 

as routing and key distribution with different assigned weights. Fig. 2 shows the abstract model of our 

reputation system where each node has the following components: 

• Monitor or watchdog: It is used to monitor the behavior of the elected leader. To reduce the overall 

resource consumption, we randomly elect a set of nodes, known as checkers, to perform the monitoring 

process. The selected checkers mirror a small portion of the computation done by the leader, so the 

checkers can tell whether the leader is actually carrying out its duty. We assume that the checkers are 

cooperative because the amount of computation they conduct for monitoring the leader only amounts to 

a marginal resource consumption, which is dominated by the benefit of receiving intrusion detection 

service from the leader [7]. 

• Information exchange: It includes two types of information sharing: 

1. The exchange of reputation with other nodes in other clusters (i.e., for services purposes).  

2. To reduce the false positive rate, the checkers will exchange information about the behavior of 

the leader to make decision about the leader’s behavior. 

• Reputation system: It is defined in the form of a table that contains the ID of other nodes and their 

respective reputation R. The node that has the highest reputation can be considered as the most trusted 

node and is given priority in the cluster’s services. Therefore, the rational nodes are motivated to 

increase their reputation value by participating in the leader election.  

• Threshold check: It has two main purposes: 

1. To verify whether nodes’ reputation is greater than a predefined threshold. If the result is true 

then nodes’ services are offered according to nodes’ reputation. 

2. To verify whether a leader’s behavior exceeds a predefined misbehaving threshold. According 

to the result, the punishment system is called. 

• Service system: To motivate the nodes to participate in every election round, the amount of detection 

service provided to each node is based on the node’s reputation. Each elected leader has a budget for 

sampling, and thus, only limited services can be offered. This budget is distributed among the nodes 

according to their reputation. Besides, this reputation can also be used for packet forwarding. Packets 

of highly  

reputed nodes should always be forwarded. On the other hand, if the source node has an unacceptably 

low reputation, then its packet will have less priority. Hence, in every round, nodes will try to increase 

their reputation by becoming the leader in order to increase their services. 

• Punishment system: To improve the performance and reduce the false positive rate of checkers in 

catching and punishing a misbehaving leader, we have formulated in [7] a cooperative game-theoretical 
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model to efficiently catch and punish misbehaving leaders with low false positive rate. Our catch-and-

punish model was made up of k detection levels, representing different levels of selfish behaviors of 

the leader-IDS. This enables us to better respond to the misbehaving leader-IDS depending on which 

detection level it belongs to. Hence, the percentage of checkers varies with respect to the detection 

level. Once the detection exceeds a predefined threshold, the leader will be punished by decreasing its 

reputation value. 

 

 
 

Fig  2 : Reputation System Model 

3.1.3 CILE Payment Design 

In CILE, each node must be monitored by a leader node that will analyze the packets for other ordinary nodes. 

Based on the cost of analysis vector C, nodes will cooperate to elect a set of leader nodes that will be able to 

analyze the traffic across the whole network and handle the monitoring process. This increases the efficiency and 

balances the resource consumption of an IDS in the network. Our mechanism provides payments to the elected 

leaders for serving others (i.e., offering the detection service). The payment is based on a per-packet price that 

depends on the number of votes the elected nodes get. The nodes that do not get any vote from others will not 

receive any payment. The payment is in the form of reputations, which are then used to allocate the leader’s 

sampling budget for each node. Hence, any node will strive to increase its reputation in order to receive more 

IDS services from its corresponding leader. 

 
Fig 3: Example of leader election 

 

Using following design of payment, truth telling is the dominant strategy. 

 

Pk = ∑ ʋ����, �����,���                                                (3) 

 

Where 

ρk = ck + 
�

∑ ʋ� �!,���"�  �                                                  (4) 

#∑ $%&�� ∑ ʋ�%��|$� ( 	∞, �� +	∑ $% ∑ ʋ�%��, �����&����� ,   
 

Example 1 : 

To show how the payment is calculated and used, we consider an MANET with 10 nodes, as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Since our model is repeatable, we present the election process at the 10th round. The reputation at the ninth 

round is given in the first row of Table 1. To elect a new leader in the 11th round, the nodes will first compute 

their cost of analysis using the cost of analysis function. The corresponding revealed cost is presented in the 

second row of Table 1. Given the nodes’ cost and network topology, node 9 will be the leader among its 

neighbor since it has the lowest cost of analysis. Equation (3) is used to calculate the payment of node 9, which 

is in the form of reputation. The payment per packet is ρ9 = 2 + ¼( 8*1 + 4*3 – 2*4) = 5. This is because if node 

9’s cost is α, then node 10 would have voted for nodes 6 and nodes 7,8 and 9 would have voted for node 8. 

Hence, the total cost would have been 20 instead of 8. Therefore, the given payment of node 9 is P9  =  ∑ ʋ9Bρ9 = 

4 * 5 * 5 = 100., where  B = 5 packets/sec is the sampling budget. After election, leader N9 distributes the IDS 

sampling budget over the protected nodes N7, N8, N9, and N10, according to their reputation, as follows: S = 

{ S7 = (90 * 20)/470, S8 = (160*20)/470, S9 = (120*20)/470, S10 = (110*20)/470 }. 

 

Table 1 : Leader-Ids Election Example 

Nodes N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10 

Reputation 10th 100 140 120 80 120 60 90 160 20 110 

Cost of  analysis 3 5 4 12 7 8 6 4 2 11 

Reputation 11th 140 140 215 80 160 60 90 160 120 110 

 

3.1.4 CDLE Payment Design 

In CDLE, the whole network is divided into a set of  clusters where a set of 1-hop neighbor nodes forms a cluster. 

Here, we use the scheme of [8] to cluster the nodes into 1-hop clusters. Each cluster then independently elects a 

leader among all the nodes to handle the monitoring process based on nodes’ analysis cost. Our objective is to 

find the most cost-efficient set of leaders that handle the detection process for the whole network. Hence, our 

social choice function is still as in (1). 

To achieve the desired goal, payments are computed using the VCG mechanism[5] where truth-

telling is proved to be dominant. Like CILE, CDLE provides payment to the elected node and the payment is 

based on a per-packet price that depends on the number of votes the elected node gets. 

 

4 Leader Election Algorithm 

While designing leader election algorithm we have to consider following 1)Design messages that establishes 

election procedure 2)consider addition and deletion of nodes in the network 3)consider performance overhead 

while designing. 

 

4.1 Objectives and Assumptions 

To design leader election algorithm following requirements are needed1)For protecting the nodes, each and 

every nodes should be monitored by leader.2)To balance resource consumption , the overall cost of analysis 

should be minimized. 

Leader election algorithm has the following assumptions about nodes 1)Every node must aware of its 

2 hop neighbours 2)Loosely synchronization between nodes -Every node should maintain (public, private) key 

pair for establishing secure communication3)Every node should aware of addition and removal of nodes. 

 

4.2 Leader Election 

Four types of messages are used in election mechanism. Hello-Used to initiate election process, Begin-Election-

Used to tell the cost of node, Vote-used by node to elect leader, Acknowledgment-Send by leader to broadcast 

payment. The following are the notations used for describing algorithm Service-table(k)=It contains list of all 

nodes that vote for node k, Reputation-table=Every node keeps the record of reputation of all the nodes, 

Neighbors(k)=List of nodes neighbor to node k, Leadernode(k)=the id of k’s leader, Leader(k)= boolean set to 

true if it is leader, other wise false. 

Each and every node sends hello message to all its neighbors and starts timer T1.The hello message 

contains hash value of cost of analysis. After the timer is expired each node checks  hello message. Nodes 

from whom hello messages are not received are excluded. 

Algorithm 1 (Executed by every node)                                 

/* On receiving Hello, all nodes reply with their cost */             

1. if (received Hello from all neighbors) then                       

2. Send Begin-Election (IDk, costk);                                     

3. else if(neighbors(k)=Ø) then                                            

4. Launch IDS.                                                                      

5. end if 

Up on receiving hello message each node send begin-election message and starts timer T2.Begin-election 
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contains cost of analysis of node.If there is no neighbors then it launches its own Ids. 

Algorithm 2 (Executed by every node) 

/* Each node votes for one node among the neighbors */ 

1. if (∀ n . neighbor(k), ∃ i . n : ci ≤ cn) then 

2. send Vote(IDk, IDi , costj0i); 

3. leadernode(k):= i; 

5. end if 

 

After timer T2 is expired , then each node compares the hash value of hello and value received by 

begin election to verify cost of analysis. Then each node calculates least cost value of neighbors and send vote 

for node say i.The vote message contain ID of source node,Id of proposed leader and second least cost among 

neighbors.The the node sets node I as leader.The Second least cost is needed by leader for payment.If the 

node has leat cost among all the neighbors, then votes to itself and starts timer T3. 

Algorithm 3 (Executed by Elected leader node) 

/* Send Acknowledge message to the neighbor nodes */ 

1. Leader(i) := TRUE; 

2. Compute Payment, Pi; 

3. updateservice−table(i); 

4. updatereputation−table(i); 

5. Acknowledge = Pi + all the votes; 

6. Send Acknowledge(i); 

7. Launch IDS 

After T3 is expired it calculates payment and send acknowledgment message to all the nodes that vote for it. The 

acknowledgement message contains payment. 

4.2.1 Adding a Node 

If a new node is entered in to network, it can either launches its own ids or become a normal node to leader node. 

Four messages are needed to add node to network. They are hello, status, join, acknowledgment. New node 

sends hello message to all the neighbor nodes. Hello message is same as previous one. Up on receiving hello 

neighbors send status message. The status contain cost if it is leader node, otherwise it contains the ID of leader 

node 

Algorithm 4 (Executed by neighboring nodes) 

/* The neighboring nodes send ’Status’ to new node */ 

1. if (leader(k) = TRUE) then 

2. Status := Costk; 

3. else 

4. Status := leadernode(k); 

5. end if; 

6. send Status(k, n);   

On receiving status message it sends join to leader node. If two of the neighbors are leader nodes then it send 

join to any of two depending on physical location. We assume that new node has no interest to be a leader 

because it will not receive any payment. If the new node has least cost it can either launches or send join to 

leader. On receiving join it sends acknowledgment to new node. It contains payment. 

4.2.2 Removing a Node 

A node may be removed from the network due to many reasons such as mobility, battery depletion. In such a 

cases neighbor nodes needs to reconfigure the network. Dead message is circulated among neighbor nodes to 

confirm its deletion, on receiving dead it checks weather it is leader node. If it is leader  node then it announces 

for election. If it is normal node, then leader node updates its serving list. 

Algorithm 5 (Executed by neighboring nodes) 

/* The neighboring nodes reconfigure the network and */ 

/* declare new election if necessary*/ 

1. if (leadernode(k) = n) then 

2. leadernode(k):= NULL; 

3. updatereputation(k); 

4. send Begin − Election as in Algorithm 1; 

5. end if; 

6. if (leader(k) = TRUE) then 

7. if (n . service(k)) then 

8. updateservice(); 

9. end if;  
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10. end if; 

 

Conclusion 

Both approaches random based and connectivity based aimed at electing the leader, but it has some dis-

advantages. In both approaches, if the elected leader is selfish nodes  it does not provide ids (Intrusion Detection 

service) service to entire cluster. Hence each node need to run its own ids, lower energy nodes get die by running 

its own ids results in partition of network. Hence, effective solution is introduced based on mechanism design. It 

securely elects leader and the elected leader provides ids service for intrusion detection to entire cluster. To 

honestly participate in every election round, mechanism design provides payments to elected leader. The 

payments is in the form of reputation. The payments are based on vcg mechanism. More the payment the leader 

gets it can analyze more number of packets for intrusion detection. Mechanism design reduce the reputation of 

node when it does not provide ids service. Thus it is the optimal solution to balance the resource consumption 

( Energy level) of all the nodes to prolong the life time of manet. 
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